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FOOD ESTABLISHMENT INSPECTION REPORT

PRIORITY ITEMS

These items MUST RECEIVE IMMEDIATE ACTION within 72 hours or as stated.

CORE ITEMS

These items are to be corrected by the next regular inspection or as stated.
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Walk-In Cooler Ambient, Sliced Turkey 36, 38 Hothold: Rice, Eggs 154, 138

Walk-In Freezer Ambient 0

True Cooler Ambient 37

Egg Off Grill 169

3-501.17A

3-501.18A

4-601.11A

3-205.15

Ready To Eat (RTE) Potentially Hazardous Foods (PHFs) were found in the walk-in cooler with ten day
discard dates. RTE PHF prepared on site or taken from a commercially prepared package and intended to be
held in the establishment for over 24 hours shall be marked with a seven day date of disposition including the
date of preparation and/or opening. Please ensure seven day discard dates are used on RTE PHF that will
be held for over 24 hours after opening or preparation. CORRECTED ON SITE by marking with correct
seven day discard dates.
A container of batter for muffins was found inside the walk-in cooler with a date of preparation of 12/4/2020

with a discard date of 12/14/2020. PHFs shall be discarded after exceeding a seven day discard date from
their date of preparation. Please ensure PHFs are properly date labeled and discarded after exceeding their
discard dates. CORRECTED ON SITE by disposing of the batter.
The dispensing chute for the ice machine at the serving line was found to have an accumulation of splatter

and mold growth. Food Contact Surfaces (FCSs) shall be kept clean to both sight and touch. Please wash,
rinse and sanitize the chute daily. CORRECTED ON SITE by washing, rinsing and sanitizing the chute.
Two #10 Cans, one of chili mix and one containing white beans, were found with dents on the top seam of

the can; cans with dents on the top, side or bottom seams or crimped dents no longer have integrity. Food
packages shall be kept in good condition and protect the integrity of the food held inside. Please inspect food
packages upon receipt and during stocking for damage and remove damaged cans from service.
CORRECTED ON SITE by removing the damaged cans for return.
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6-301.11

4-501.14C

4-601.11C

4-601.11C

4-901.11

5-205.15B

Upon arrival the handwashing sink at the warewashing area was found to not have soap available.
Handwashing sinks shall be provided with either liquid or bar soap in order to allow proper washing of hands.
Please ensure all soap dispensers are kept fully stocked. CORRECTED ON SITE by installing new soap.
The sprayer at the pre-clean sink before the dish washing machine was found to be dirty. Warewashing

equipment shall be cleaned at least once every 24 hours while in use. Please clean the sprayer at the
pre-clean sink.
Splatter from beverages were found on the nozzles of the Kool-Aid dispensers at the customer service

area. Non-Food Contact (NFC) surfaces shall be kept free of an accumulation of debris. Please clean the
nozzles.
Minor food splatter was found on the sides and bottom of the dining room microwave. NFC surfaces shall

be kept free of an accumulation of debris. Please clean the microwave.
A single knife was found inside the knife block in dry storage wet nested. Food equipment and utensils

shall be thoroughly and completely air dried before storing or coming into contact with food. Please ensure
that all food equipment and utensils are completely air dried before storing. CORRECTED ON SITE by
moving the knife to warewashing.
The drain under the right most vat at the three vat sink has a slow drip leak. Plumbing systems shall be

maintained in good repair. Please repair the leak.
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4-501.112A The dishwashing machine did not initially reach a temperature of 160F or higher during the sanitation
cycle. Dishwashing machines which sanitize by heat shall reach a sustained temperature of 160F or more to
sanitize dishware. Please use thermolabels to monitor the temperature and correct if needed. CORRECTED
ON SITE by adjusting the temperature.
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